Scattered radiation is an undesired signal largely present in most digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) projection images as no physically rejection methods, i.e. anti-scatter grids, are regularly employed, in contrast to fullfield digital mammography. This scatter signal might reduce the visibility of small objects in the image, and potentially affect the detection of small breast lesions. Thus accurate scatter models are needed to minimise the scattered radiation signal via post-processing algorithms. All prior work on scattered radiation estimation has assumed a rigid breast compression paddle (RP) and reported large contribution of scatter signal from RP in the detector. However, in this work, flexible paddles (FPs) tilting from 0
INTRODUCTION
Breast compression is a necessary step during mammography procedures to minimise patient movement, tissue cluttering and the effective breast thickness. The latter helps reducing the scattered radiation (which degrades the image contrast and signal to noise ratio), decreases the dose absorbed by the patient and improves the geometric unsharpness.
Traditionally, a rigid compression paddle (RP) is used during image acquisition. However, in the last years, several manufacturers have proposed a compression mode for regular image acquisition using flexible breast compression paddles (FP), where the paddle tilts downward the nipple as the breast is compressed (Fig. 1) . Although a previous study discouraged the use of FP as it pushes dense tissue towards the chest wall, 1 FPs are regularly employed in a large amount of clinics to provide a more uniform compression from the nipple to the chest wall. Manufacturers claim that this minimises the pain and discomfort of the woman during compression.
Prior studies using FPs have investigated image quality and patients discomfort 1 as previously mentioned, volumetric breast density 2 or even paddle's tilt estimation. 3 However, to authors knowledge, no study has been undertaken to analyse the scattered radiation distribution due to FPs. This may be relevant since scattered radiation generated from the compression paddle and breast support plate can contribute up to 31% of the total scattered radiation observed in digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) detector. 4 Therefore, this study investigates how tilted compression paddles influence the distribution of scattered photons recorded within the image receptor. This new knowledge may be important in the design of computer-based scattered radiation reduction tools since more accurate scatter models can be developed. 
MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
This section describes the DBT geometry used in the simulations, the breast phantoms investigated as well as the method used to assess the scattered radiation distribution within the image receptor.
Digital breast tomosynthesis simulation
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, based on the Geant4 toolkit 6, 7 (version 10.01.02), were used in this work to analyse how scattered radiation varies as the compression paddle tilts, simulating FP geometry observed in DBT setups. This MC code was previously validated against the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) Task-Group 195 report 8, 9 , illustrating an average discrepancy of less than 1% (maximum 4%) for scattered radiation calculation within predefined regions of interest.
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The DBT geometry used in this work approximates the commercial Hologic Selenia Dimensions. It corresponds, from top to bottom, to an infinitesimal x-ray source located at 700 mm from the detector surface, a 2.8 mm thick screening compression paddle (180 × 240 mm 2 ) made of polycarbonate which tilts between 0 and 10 degrees (as observed experimentally), two breast phantoms (which are described below), a 1 mm thick breast support plate of carbon fiber matching detector dimension and finally a 200 µm thick Selenium detector (240 × 290 mm
2 ) with its corresponding cover, located 25 mm below the breast support.
A cone beam collimated to match detector area was simulated. The input x-ray spectrum corresponds to a 31 kVp W/Al (half-value layer of 0.54 mm Al) with a bin width of 0.5 keV, obtained from Ref. 11 . Since the scattered radiation is a low varying signal, a pixelated detector with a pixel pitch of 0.5 mm 2 (semi cylindrical phantom) and 1 mm 2 (anthropomorphic breast phantom) were used. DBT projection angles of 0 and 7.5 degrees were simulated and the rotation point was located 40 mm above the detector surface. Note that the detector also tilts with projection angle. Sufficient number of histories were simulated to reach an average error lower than 2% in scatter to primary ratio calculations.
In this work, six geometry combinations were investigated to study the scattered radiation in setups with RP and FP. For DBT projection angles of 0
• and 7.5
• , compression paddle was tilted at 0 • , 5
• and 10 • .
Breast phantoms
Two breast phantom geometries were inserted within the above simulation geometries.
Firstly, a half cylindrical cut section of radius 100 mm was used, representing a 50 mm thick compressed breast (at chest wall side) of an homogeneous glandularity of 20% from a mixture of adipose and glandular tissue 12 (including 2 mm thick of skin). Sample breast phantoms compressed with rigid and flexible paddles are depicted in Figure 2 . Note that for FP geometry ( Fig. 2(b) ), the thickness of the breast phantom decreases with its radius. In order to match the same volume as RP compression, its radius was increased (Table 1) . Therefore, both RP-and FP-compressed breast phantoms have the same breast volume(785,398.2 mm 3 ).
The second test object used was an anthropomorphic breast phantom. Usually, software-based breast models are compressed mathematically to simulate the rigid compression. However, as previously noted by Diaz et al., paddle and breast support, representing RP compression geometries. However, the tilt introduced by the FPs provided by several manufacturers has not been previously considered in breast compression algorithms.
The breast model inserted in the MC simulations were generated from three-dimensional (3D) magnetic resonance images (MRI) of a breast, following a methodology similar to Ref 5: the breast region is automatically segmented from background and then, all tissues of interest (adipose, glandular and skin) are segmented using intensity based algorithms. In this work, a voxelised breast phantom is compressed using a compression paddle which tilts several degrees, with respect to its original (parallel-to-detector plane) position (Fig. 1) . All compressed breast models have isotropic voxels of size 1 mm 3 and a breast thickness of 55 mm, measured at the chest wall side. Each voxel has an associated label corresponding to skin, adipose or glandular tissue, 12 creating a phantom of total glandularity of 12%.
Scattered radiation calculation
During MC simulations, all simulated photons generated at the x-ray source were considered primary photons until a coherent (Rayleigh) or incoherent (Compton) scatter interaction occurs, then they were tagged as scattered photons. Simultaneously, the source of scattered photons was identify and recorded. Therefore, the investigated sources of scattered x-ray photons were: (1) air, (2) compression paddle, (3) breast phantom, (4) breast support plate, (5) detector cover as well as (6) x-ray photons which suffer from multiple scattering. When an x-ray photon reaches the detector and deposits energy, via incoherent scattering or photoelectric effect, the deposited energy was stored in the appropriate pixel to create the final (primary or scatter) image projection. In order to reduce noise, the scattered signal was smoothed with a 7 x 7 pixels median filter. In this work, the magnitude of scattered radiation observed at the detector was measured in terms of scatter to primary ratio (SPR):
where S(x, y) and P (x, y) correspond to the signal deposited within the (x, y) pixel at the detector, from scattered and primary x-ray photons, respectively. SPR was evaluated across the entire detector, i.e. twodimensional (2D) maps, and within four 10 × 10 mm 2 regions of interest (ROI) at the centre of the image located 20 mm (ROI 1), 40 mm (ROI 2), 60 mm (ROI 3) and 80 mm (ROI 4) away from chest wall. See black squares in Fig. 3 for the exact location. Scatter profiles were also plotted to investigate scatter sources.
RESULTS
The colour maps of Fig. 3 represent, for the semi cylindrical phantom, the SPR 2D spatial distributions across the detector from the total scattered radiation. Each row of the figure corresponds to each of the DBT projection 0.5 angles investigated, i.e. 0
• . Since all SPR maps are shown using the same scale (0 -0.8), the change in colour observed as the compression paddle is tilted (left to right columns) represents a reduction in the scatter signal as approached near the front edges of the phantom. This effect is mainly led by the reduction in thickness with radius of the phantom (the main scatter source) and the tilted compression paddle, observed when a FP was used (Fig. 2(b) ). This effect is more clearly observed in Fig. 4 , where SPR profiles along the vertical white line are plotted for the 0
• DBT projection angle. This time, all scatter sources have been differentiated, showing the total scatter signal as black. The aforementioned thickness reduction of the phantom with its radius and the inclination of the paddle have converted an almost plateau region observed for RP (solid black line), between distances 60 to 100 mm, to a dramatic reduction in scatter at paddle tilt of 10
• (dotted black line). Since the radius of the phantom is increased, there is less penetration of scattered photons from both compression paddle and breast support near the edges of the phantom.
Furthermore, the total average SPR value recorded for each of the previously defined ROIs (ROI 1, ROI 2, ROI 3 and ROI 4) and all DBT geometries studied are shown in Table 2 . No significant difference was observed in SPR values between 0
• projection angles. However, it was noted that SPR values decrease with paddle's tilt for all ROIs, except for ROI 1 which is located close to the chest wall plane (20 mm). The closer to the edge of the phantom, the larger the SPR reduction. The average SPR reduction for all ROIs was 6% and 12% for paddle's tilt of 5
• and 10 • , respectively. Table 2 . SPR values (mean±stdev) for the semi cylindrical breast phantom. See Fig. 3 for ROI's location. • , respectively. Table 3 illustrates the analysis of the sources of the scatter radiation. It was observed that most of the total scattered radiation recorded within the four ROIs came from the phantom (55-58%) and from multiple interactions (30-31%). The contribution from the compression paddle and breast support was 6% and 5-6%, respectively. Finally, the contribution from the detector cover and air was less than 1% in both cases. 
Similarly for the semi circular phantom, Fig. 5 and Table 4 illustrate the SPR 2D maps and the average SPR values within each ROI for the anthropomorphic breast phantom, respectively. As shown previously, SPR values did not change significantly within same ROI for projection angles of 0
• . However, differences in SPR are observed for regions close to the edge of the phantom (ROI 2, 3 and 4) in similar magnitudes: average SPR decrease of 8% and 11% for paddle's tilt of 5
• and 10 • , respectively. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper illustrates, for the first time, the effect of the flexible compression paddle on the scattered radiation distribution at the image receptor. MC simulations, using an homogeneous and a more realistic (and heterogeneous) breast phantom, were used. This FP compression mode, which is used regularly in a large amount of breast clinics, reduces significantly the thickness of the breast in the edges around the nipple. Since the breast represents the major source of scattered radiation, the rapid breast thickness reduction due to the FP compression should be taken into account for software-based scatter reduction tools.
As expected, MC simulations using FP compression illustrated that the major source of scatter radiation comes from the thickest material, i.e. the breast phantom. Its contribution to the total scatter is slightly increased (5% approximately) with paddle's tilt, at expenses of a small decrease in the contribution from the compression paddle and breast support (2-3%). Since the breast thickness decreases with the radius, the penetration of scatter from the compression paddle differs between RP and FP compression near the edges of the breast. The rest of the scatter sources investigated (i.e. air, detector's cover and multiple scattering) remained unchanged with paddle tilt. In general, it was observed that the distribution of scattered radiation across the detector varies with location in the image.
For the four 10 × 10 mm 2 ROIs investigated (at 20, 40, 60 and 80 mm from chest wall plane), an average total SPR decrease of 6% (1-12%) was observed for paddle tilt of 5
• and an average decrease of 12% (1-22%) was seen for paddle tilt of 10
• . No significant difference was observed between the projection angles of 0 • and 7.5
• , as employed by the Hologic Selenia Dimensions systems.
Furthermore, this work used an anthropomorphic breast phantom which included a novel deformation to match real observations in FP geometries. This heterogeneous phantom, generated from clinically acquired MR images of a woman, illustrates a more realistic tissue distribution to analyse the scatter field within the detector. Results illustrate similar behaviour of the scatter than previously observed for the semi cylindrical and homogeneous breast phantom.
Based on the geometry and phantoms investigated in this work, we could conclude that the scatter radiation varies more rapidly with flexible compression paddles than rigid paddles. Despite further investigations are needed to analyse a larger range of breast thicknesses and projection angles (e.g. 25
• ), initial results demonstrate that scatter models generated using RP, can differ greatly for FP, especially near the edges, mainly due to the decrease in breast thickness. Therefore, when developing an accurate scatter reduction algorithm, this should be led by local breast thickness calculations.
